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Date: July 7, 2022 

To: Eugene Love, Agenda Coordinator 

From: 

Subject: 

Alan R. Cominsky, Fire Chief A. K G-. ....-----

Request to Process Late Departmental Agenda Item 

Jam requesting that M .iami-Dade Fire Rescuc's (MDFR) Resolution Approving a designated 
purchase for replacement of end-of-life radios, to perform necessary maintenance and 
improvements to the system, and deploy an upgraded Vislink helicopter air-to ground 
video streaming system be placed on the agenda for the .July Committee Cvcle. The 
department will also be requesting a waiver to the ,lulv 19, BCC Meeting. 

Although this item has not met the noticed deadline and has been provided to the Agenda 
Coordination Office late, this item is time sensitive, due to pricing incentive and operational need. 
The proposed pricing is valid until August 24th

, 2022. Should the contract be awarded 
afterward, the price will increase $3,577,555. The need to replace end-of-life radios for. 
firefighters is critical. These radios, used by firefighters i.n hazardous environments, are not 
sold anymore nor are the parts, including batteries. Additionally, the MDFR radio system 
requires replacement of critical components, including, but not limited to antennas, back-up 
power systems, shelters and generators, for which continued delay diminishes the reliability 
and effectiveness of the system. Finally, this project includes deployment of an air-to-ground 
microwave system enabling Air Rescue the capability to transmit video streaming. This new 
system will provide vital information in real-time to Incident Commanders, aiding in 
mitigating incidents sooner ·while improving situational awareness improving safety. 

Therefore, please process the item notwithstanding that the 3 or 4-day rule is applicable to this 
item. I am aware that this item is subject to approval fot placeJJ\ent on the aget1da by the 
appropriate committee chairperson(s) as well as the BCC Chairperson, and review by the Office 
of the County Attorney, 

App Mayor's Designee 
1gna ure 

Approved by Policy Director or Designec 
Signature 

cc: Geri Bonzon-Keenan, County Attorney 
CA0agenda@miamidade.gov 

Print Name 

Print Name 

Nicole Tallman




















